Commercial Advisory Committee
DATE:

May 9, 2019

LOCATION:

NEEA – 421 SW 6th Ave, 6th Floor (Cedar Conference Room)

TIME:

10:00 am – 4:00 pm Pacific

WEBINAR:

https://neea.adobeconnect.com/neeacac2019q2/ (includes phone option)

DIAL-IN:

1-877-890-9502, Participant Code: 7702378329 (for those dialing in directly)
Packet
Page#

AGENDA
Welcome, Introductions, Packet Review, Housekeeping
10:00-10:30 am

Maria Alexandra
Desired Outcome:
Ramirez
Alignment on preparation materials and meeting objectives.

1-2

Commercial Portfolio Update
10:30-11:15 am

Desired Outcome: Level-set on commercial portfolio and key
updates on planning for NEEA’s Cycle 6

Emily Moore

3-6

Elaine Miller

7-8

Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) Transition
Complete milestone
11:15-12:00 pm

12:00-12:45 pm

Desired Outcome: Final outcomes of RWLR, awareness of
RWLR transition to Long-term Monitoring and Tracking and
Distributor Platform leverage opportunities
Lunch (provided)

All

--

CAC Member Share Out/Round Robin
12:45 -1:30 pm

Desired Outcome: Awareness of current activities and issues All
within the region.

--

High Performance HVAC Update
1:30-2:45 pm

2:45-3:00 pm

3:00-3:45 pm

Desired Outcome: CAC understanding of program progress
and current activities.
Break

Maria Murphy

All

Codes & Standards Update:
• Introduce Codes & Standards Team
• Brief Codes & Standards Update

Bing Liu

9-11

--

12-13

Desired Outcome: Awareness of key updates on codes and
standards work.
3:45-4:00 pm

Wrap-up, opportunity for public comment, adjourn
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Maria Alexandra
Ramirez

--

Memorandum – Agenda Item (Tier 1)
May 9, 2019
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Maria Alexandra Ramirez, Stakeholder Relations Manager

SUBJECT:

Meeting Packet, Informational Updates, Additional Details

MEETING PACKET APPROACH
This packet continues the “tiered” approach:
•

Tier-1 memos for active agenda items;

•

Tier-2 memos for informational updates on items not currently requiring agenda time;

•

Tier-3 materials provided as additional detail for those interested, accessible via links in the Tier-1
and Tier-2 memos.

This approach helps keep packets concise and digestible. Any input for improvement is appreciated.
INFORMATIONAL UPDATES
Enclosed please find Tier-2 informational updates on the following:
•

Page 14:

CAC Conference Coordination

ADDITIONAL DETAILS (Tier 3)
Tier-3 materials related to the agenda items and informational updates listed above will be accessible
through links in those memos. Additional Tier-3 details are available here:
•

Q1 2019 CAC Meeting Notes

•

Q1 2019 Marketing Newsletter

•

Q2 2019 Emerging Technology Report (now including gas emerging technologies for combined space
and water heating systems)

•

Q2 2019 Market Research & Evaluation Newsletter
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
May 9, 2019
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Emily Moore, Senior Manager, Commercial/Industrial

SUBJECT:

Commercial Portfolio Updates

Our Ask of You:
In the CAC meeting, NEEA staff will provide a brief review and update on the commercial program portfolio.
Please review the program highlights from the last quarter and bring any questions or comments you may
have to the meeting.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:
Lighting
Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR)
• RWLR is preparing to enter Long Term Monitoring and Tracking (LTMT) in 2019, with most of the
market interventions having ended in December 2018. The program transition to LTMT will be
discussed at the CAC meeting, please see the Tier 1 memo on page 7.
• The low wattage market penetration in the lamp maintenance market continues to increase, with
market penetration hitting 53% in Q1 2019 (slightly higher than 52% in Q4 2018).
• All RWLR distributor participants have agreed to continue to supply data to support tracking and
reporting of savings in LTMT.
Luminaire Level Lighting Controls (LLLC)
• The LLLC program entered its market development phase in Q1 2019 with approval from RPAC.
• The program continued its focus on training trade allies in order to develop market skills to install
this product. The new one day Networked Lighting Controls training continued the rollout that
was started in Q4 2018, with sessions in Q1 2019 hosted by Idaho Power in Boise and by
Northwestern Energy in Billing, Missoula and Bozeman. Lighting Design Lab delivered this class.
• In Q1, 68 trade allies were trained on LLLC. This class has been very well received by trade allies
and is available for utilities to host.
Top Tier Trade Ally (TTTA)
• After a successful NXT Level 2 launch in the Puget Sound area in Q4 2018, the program successfully
hosted a second NXT Level 2 workshop in the Portland area in Q1 2019 for 47 attendees.
• Attendees of both the Puget Sound and Portland NXT Level 2 workshops continue to work towards
designation by completing Level 2 coursework and attending subsequent webinars. The program
conducted five (5) Level 2 webinars in Q1 for a combined 15 attendees.
• Three (3) participants earned NXT Level 2 designation in Q1, the very first Level 2 designees since
Level 2 launch in Q4 2018.
• Also in Q1, 22 individuals earned the Level 1 designation for a total program to date of 201
individuals and 49 companies.
C+I Lighting Regional Strategic Market Plan Implementation
• See C+I Lighting Quarterly Newsletter for updates here.
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Building Envelope
Window Attachments
• The Window Attachments program collaborated with the Attachments Energy Ratings Council
(AERC) to finalize a strategy and shared goals that are necessary to support the Window
Attachments program development. In a renewed agreement with AERC, the program will continue
to provide support, including advising on committees and helping to build awareness for certified
products. In exchange, AERC will support the program's goals, including completing a commercial
products certification program by Q1 2020.
• The program also began targeted engagement with manufacturers to secure sales data and bring
sales focus of window attachment products to the Northwest.
Pumps
Extended Motor Products
• The XMP Pumps Energy Savings Validation Research project is going well, with pump performance
data now collected on over 300 pumps. The XMP Technical Workgroup, which some of you and
your colleagues are part of, has helped guide this research study via its last five meetings, the next
of which will be held on July 22nd. Material from all those meetings is on our Conduit page here. The
Final Report, which will include three case studies about research participants showcasing the value
of energy efficient pumps and the RTF presentation materials, will be complete in Q3-19.
• A Market Characterization and Baseline study of the Northwest pumps market is underway with
Cadmus Group and on-track for completion in Q3-19. That study will include phone interviews,
online surveys and secondary research into pump industry characteristics and key stakeholders.
• The XMP team has been meeting with various pump manufacturers’ local representatives this year.
We have made significant progress on gaining pump distributor participation in a market shift
incentive and data sharing program modeled on other NEEA midstream efforts. The concept
leverages the Hydraulic Institute’s Energy Rating Label and database. We think the approach has
potential for success and will be assessing it this year with four participating NW pump distributors.
• We attended and presented at the Hydraulic Institute Annual Meeting in February. The conference
enabled NEEA to deepen our relationships with pump manufacturers and the Hydraulic Institute. At
the meeting, we shared updates on what NEEA is working on and heard directly from numerous
pump manufacturers about how they view the packaged pumps opportunity.
• We shared a status update with the NEMA (national and international) working group on the XMP
program so they could better address changes in the pump markets and integrated controls.
HVAC
High-Performance HVAC
• NEEA staff attended the Air-Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) trade show in
Atlanta, GA in January. Met with over a dozen manufacturers who could help further additional
qualifying HRV product lines, and began follow up efforts with priority firms.
• Participated in lunch and learn on very high efficiency ventilation held by Association of Energy
Engineers (AEE) Portland Chapter in late March, and planning underway for an awareness-building
session in Q2 and one in Q4 that focus mainly on VHE DOAS technology.
• Initial outreach to early adopters within supply chain to begin in late Q2, with informal trainings
anticipated to follow in Q3/Q4. Also, planning underway to share energy modeling lessons learned
from pilot demonstration projects in Q2 and trainings at two Montana industry conferences, one in
Q3 and one in Q4.
• On-boarded technical support contractor and provided assistance on two BPA-led projects and two
Tacoma-based projects to encourage meeting Very High Efficiency DOAS specification and
guidelines.
• Please refer to the Tier 1 memo on page 9 for further context on the CAC agenda item.
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Cross-cutting Infrastructure
Distributor Platform
• NEEA staff continue to build relationships and commercial lighting data sets with the region's
electrical, lighting and maintenance and repair (MRO) market actors. Currently, there are 21
agreements in place with companies like Platt Electric, Grainger and Pacific Energy Concepts.
• The linear data set acquired via the Distributor Platform is now publicly available to alliance
members. To see both the Commodity Lighting Sales and pricing dashboard please go to this link. If
alliance members would like to see the raw data, please contact Mike Psaris- Weis at NEEA,
mpsaris-weis@neea.org.
• The Distributor Platform is supporting two pilots that leverage its relationships, data and program
processes. The first is a partnership with Seattle City Light administering a midstream rebate
coupled with layered bonus structures by branch to accelerate the conversion to LED commodity
lighting. These market penetration-like bonuses were used to great effect in the RWLR program and
the pilots will test their effectiveness in the LED market. A second pilot with Snohomish PUD will
launch at the end of Q2 2019 and targets a subset of Snohomish PUD's Lighting to Go distributors
with market penetration bonus structures.
Commercial Real Estate (CRE)
• The BetterBricks media campaign was approved in Q1 via the RPAC+ process and will begin in Q2.
The campaign will increase the target audience's awareness of alliance resources.
• The program team launched market research of past and current users of the Spark tool to help
inform the decision of whether to continue the regional investment in the tool in Cycle 6 and
transition it to the BetterBricks platform when the CRE program ends in 2019.
Strategic Energy Management (SEM)
• Data Planning: As part of this year’s scope for SEM Infrastructure Program, NEEA will be facilitating
the development of a regional SEM data plan. The plan will focus on identifying ways we can utilize
data to inform SEM programs throughout the region, and continue to build a strong case for further
expansion of SEM. We will kick off this effort on the Monday preceding Efficiency Exchange, May 13
from 3-5pm (Mountain time). A call-in will be available for those who cannot attend in person.
Please contact Debbie if you or someone on your SEM staff would like to participate.
• SEM Hub: Following the Q4 2018 analysis of the site that uncovered a variety of content and
usability improvement opportunities, NEEA’s marketing group addressed critical usability issues in
Q1, and is planning further upgrades to usability and content in Q2 and beyond. NEEA also plans to
begin a quarterly SEM Hub newsletter that highlights new content and provides brief updates on
SEM news and events throughout the region.
• Energy Management Assessment (EMA) tool and Learning Management System (LMS): Both Energy
Trust of Oregon and Clark PUD launched customized versions of the EMA tool in Q1. Customization
of both the EMA and LMS are available to all funders, offering a unique URL, branding and
customized content. Please contact Debbie for more information.
• NW SEM Collaborative: This year’s Fall Workshop will be held on October 24, 2019. We look
forward to seeing you and your SEM staff there!
• North American SEM Collaborative: NEEA continues to participate on the Board for the NA SEM
Collaborative, which is a project of the American Council for an Energy Efficiency Economy (ACEEE).
The NA Collaborative is working to finalize their Charter, Business Plan and develop a Prospectus.
The NW and NA Collaborative leads are working together to ensure our work is complementary.
• DOE Pilots: NEEA finalized contracts with Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to conduct pilots on emerging facets of SEM
implementation. For the LBNL pilot, we plan to partner with NorthWestern and Snohomish PUD
and a total of five of their customers to implement DOE’s 50001 Ready Program, “a self-guided
approach for facilities to establish an energy management system and self-attest to the structure of
ISO 50001, a voluntary global standard for energy management systems in industrial, commercial,
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•

and institutional facilities.” The NREL contract provides funding to use enhanced data visualization
tools in at least five SEM engagements with schools, cities and/or municipalities in the region.
SEM Infrastructure in Cycle 6: NEEA’s SEM Program is a special project in the next business cycle
(2020-2024), meaning that it is not included in the base funding agreements, and each funder may
opt in or out of funding the program. Thank you for voicing your support for this program to your
Board members – at this point is looks like there will be sufficient interest to secure at least the
minimum necessary funding for the SEM Infrastructure program in Cycle 6. Debbie will be in touch
with SEM leads to refine the program scope for the coming cycle.
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
May 9, 2019
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Elaine Miller, Senior Program Manager, NEEA

SUBJECT:

Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) Transition Complete Milestone

Our Ask of You:
Please review this memo and bring any questions or feedback to the Q2 CAC meeting. RWLR transition to longterm monitoring and tracking will also be discussed with RPAC at their Q2 meeting on May 21, 2019.
Summary:
The Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) program worked to transform the fluorescent lamp
replacement market so that low wattage (LW) T8 lamps displaced 32W lamps as the market standard. The
program started the Market Development Phase in January 2015.
As presented atNEEA’s 2019 Operations Plan and at previous CAC and Lighting Work Group meetings,
RWLR is entering Long-term Monitoring and Tracking (LTMT) in Q2 2019. We have a wealth of data and
written material on RWLR, including a a draft Transition Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER), and
are happy to share further information as requested.
RWLR was also the first programmatic step in building the Distributor Platform that provides access to key
supply chain relationships, branch level sales data, knowledge of distributor practices, and program
systems that are being leveraged by other NEEA programs and alliance members in support of pilots,
programs, and regional research.
Program barriers identified at the start of the program included:
• Price and positioning of LW lamps as a “premium product”
• Sales and stocking practices
• Market awareness and inertia
Between 2015 and 2018, the RWLR program significantly reduced barriers to market transformation in the
region with program participants. By working both upstream with manufacturers and midstream with
distributors, the program positively affected price, stocking and awareness barriers. The initial step
involved negotiating special pricing agreements with manufacturers to create price parity between the
efficient lamp and non-efficient lamp. Once this price barrier was removed, the program team influenced
distributor stocking practices so that the efficient product was on-hand for customer purchase and the
inefficient product became more difficult to obtain. Simultaneously, the program created market share
bonus structures to motivate both corporate and branch level distributor staff to focus on the LW
products and encourage customers to make the switch.
A key component of the program was the gathering of full category data that enabled the program to craft
bonus targets and helped distributors see the overall opportunity. As distributors were enrolled in the
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program, the market share analysis provided focus for the market that was not available before and
encouraged decision maker participation. This data continues to be a driving force behind the value of the
Distributor Platform and participation in current funder pilots as this program transitions from the market.
This program was originally slated to transition to LTMT in 2020, but because of the following, and
confirmed by the MPER, the team decided to transition one year earlier:
• Maximized potential LW market change: Some of the largest distributors have achieved 60%+ market
penetration, and the overall LW market share has met the program goal of 50%+. Against a backdrop
of increased LED market penetration and LED price drop, the program team considers the Linear
Fluorescent Lamp (LFL) market penetration to have achieved max potential.

• Distributors report changes to business practices: Most RWLR participants have institutionalized RW
sales and stocking practices, leading to further diffusion with repeat purchases. They have
participated in the program for an average of four years. This stretch of continued engagement
resulted in both the RW market penetration gains, as well as the time necessary for most of these
distributors to fundamentally change their approach to selling and stocking RW lamps and report that
they will primariliy stock LW lamps.
• Competition from LEDs: LFL market is declining at approximately 18% per year and it is increasingly
difficult to engage distributors onlinear fluorscents only. Distributors are ready for the “next” thing –
Commodity LEDs.
• Ready for LTMT: Diffusion metrics are clearly defined, data management is in place, and the
evaluation plan is underway and acceptable.
• Distributor Platform is stable: Additional opportunities with distributors are providing value exchange
to continue their engagement and allow the Distributor Platform to grow from an original 14 to 23
distributors. The following programs and efforts continue to utilize this Platform:
o Midstream LED pilots for SCL and SnoPud
o LLLC data collection
o XMP distributor engagement
o Commercial Lighting Pricing and Data Dashboards
o Regional non-residential lighting data collection and model
Any questions, please contact Elaine Miller at emiller@neea.org or 503-688-5461
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
May 9, 2019
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Maria Murphy, Sr. Program Manager, High-Performance HVAC
John Jennings, Sr. Product Manager, High-Performance HVAC

SUBJECT:

Update on 2018 Progress and 2019 Activities

Our Ask of You: Please review the summary below and come prepared to discuss:
• What questions or concerns do you have about High-Performance HVAC program activities?
• Are there additional ways in which your organization would like to coordinate with the program or keep
apprised of the activities and progress?
What is Very High Efficiency DOAS (VHE DOAS)?
Building on the DOAS concept of separating the ventilation from the heating and cooling system, VHE DOAS includes
heat recovery ventilation and focuses on increased equipment efficiency and optimized system design. Analysis of the
eight pilot demonstration projects completed and underway shows an average of 41% whole building energy savings
and 63% HVAC savings over code minimum replacements of the existing equipment, while providing better indoor air
quality and greater occupant comfort. This system is a good fit for new and existing, small and medium commercial
buildings.
Updates:
Now one year into Program Development, the High-Performance HVAC Program team has made significant progress in
market and product assessment of its first technology, Very High Efficiency Dedicated Outside Air System (VHE DOAS).
•
•

•

Pilot demonstration projects- Five completed. A summary of project and technical details is available here. The
remaining three projects are currently undergoing final analysis.
Key findings/confirmation from market characterization First cost is a main driver, but not the one in replacement decisions. The impact of first cost can be
dampened in a large share of the scenarios present in the market.
 Inertia exists in the HVAC market, but factors such as education, training and in-field support can be key to
overcoming it.
 The market is aware that ‘high efficiency’ HVAC exists, but is not yet aware of specifications it should be
seeking to achieve this, which presents a program opportunity.
Economic analysis of DOAS scenarios- See the following two pages for a summary memo.

Reminder: Technical support is still available for a limited time during this research phase to inform program design, if
you have projects that you’d like us to evaluate for VHE DOAS potential.
PROGRAM LIFECYCLE STATUS
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Summary: Economic Analysis of VHE DOAS and Lower Efficiency DOAS Scenarios
Objective:
This project sought to understand the costs and benefits on a range of commonly used HVAC configurations in the market at varying
efficiency levels up to and including VHE DOAS.

Context and Approach:
NEEA’s VHE DOAS solution utilizes both best in class equipment and stipulates key design and construction criteria to right-size and
install the heating, cooling, ventilation and distribution components of the system. While this approach achieves the highest level of
energy savings, there are other lower efficiency DOAS system components more widely available on the market, which are often
perceived to be less costly and have higher energy costs. The building code in Washington utilizes a lower efficiency tier of HRV,
which reduces energy compared with conventional practice, though only by small margins.
To understand the relative value of the VHE DOAS solution, two other packages of a DOAS HVAC solution were developed based on
commonly seen equipment and design practices when implementing decoupled thermal conditioning and ventilation in small to
medium commercial buildings. A Low Tier DOAS represents a package in-line with the current Washington code. A Mid-Tier DOAS
package represents a higher level of efficiency available when selecting conventional DOAS or Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV) units
today and specifying and selecting add-on features the manufacturer provides as optional for improved energy savings (e.g. more
efficient fans, or modulating fan to control indoor air quality).
To normalize all packages, an all-electric code baseline was developed consisting of a conventional new Heat Pump (HP) Roof Top
Unit (RTU). This package allowed for energy and first cost comparisons of each package. The goal is to compare each packaged
solution by the incremental cost and reduced operational costs over time, assuming the lifetime of the equipment for all options is
20 years.

Parameters and Scope of Study:
The study focused on how the HVAC package would impact a select group of buildings in representative climate zones across the
Northwest. The analysis includes simulations of all appropriate combinations of the following conditions (36 total):
Building Types: Small Office, Small Retail, Small School
HVAC System Options: Rooftop Heat Pump (RTU HP), Low Tier DOAS, Mid Tier DOAS, Very High Efficiency (VHE) DOAS
ASHRAE Climate Zones:
4C: mixed-marine (CZ4c), representative city: Portland, OR;
5B: cool-dry (CZ5b), representative city: Boise, ID;
6B: cold-dry (CZ6b), representative city: Helena, MT

Building Construction:
All buildings studied assumed existing building infrastructure for construction and use. The lighting energy was assumed equal in all
cases and built to code minimum in lighting power and operations per ASHRAE 90.1 2013. The HVAC system was assumed to be a
full replacement for each case. Envelope constructions were based on Department of Energy (DOE) pre-1980s prototype energy
models for commercial buildings and the pre-conversion constructions used in NEEA’s VHE DOAS pilot projects energy models.

HVAC Common Parameters:
All post-conversion HVAC systems were assumed to provide heating and cooling with all-electric technologies. For heating, all
models assumed some form of a heat pump and electric resistance backup heat. These units are commonly used today. All systems
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were assumed to be smaller HVAC systems commonly utilized in small to medium commercial applications. Individual HP RTU
systems in the baseline prototypes represent the ASHRAE 90.1 2013 standard system type by building and size.

First Cost & Operational Costs:
A detailed cost estimate was built up for each HVAC system based on working with contractors, designers, and equipment venders
to understand reasonable costs and construction practices. Costs were compared with real past projects to check the estimates.

Key Findings:
The analysis found the Very High Efficiency (VHE) DOAS package to have the highest net present value over the estimated 20 year
life of the equipment, in all climate zones and building types analyzed. The Mid Tier DOAS package was also found to be a positive,
but lower, net present value in all climates and buildings. The Low Tier DOAS was only a positive net present value for offices and
school buildings in all climates and negative for retail.
The charts below show the energy use and net present value of a select set of the analysis-- small commercial office, retail, and
school building, operating west of the Cascade Mountains, ASHRAE Climate Zone 4c. Energy use is shown annually per square foot of
floor (sf) and the relative net present value to the RTU HP system is shown in $/sf from the energy cost savings over 20 years. Net
present value is calculated based on $0.10/kWh and an escalation rate of 3.8% annually.
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
May 9, 2019
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Bing Liu, Senior Manager Codes & Standards

SUBJECT:

CAC Q2 Update

Our Ask of You:
Please review key activities from NEEA’s Codes & Standards and bring any questions to the CAC meeting or
reach out to Bing Liu. For more detailed information, refer to Codes & Standards quarterly report.
Key Activities
International Energy Conservation Code
• NEEA is participating in the 2021 IECC code development process, providing technical support and
proposal development. NEEA has submitted 15 proposals in January 2019 and is participating in the
public code hearings in April and October of 2019. Adoption is anticipated to be finalized by
November 2019. NEEA will provide IECC development updates through the state Code
Collaboratives and CCE funder engagement.
Idaho
• Code Development: Idaho Building Code Board (BCB) held a series of public meetings in January
and February 2019 to discuss and review the 2018 I-Codes including 2018 IECC for both residential
and commercial provisions. Idaho Energy Code Collaborative presented the major changes on 2018
IECC at the meetings. In addition, the Idaho Residential Energy Code Field Study results were
presented to the Board to inform how the new homes were built in Idaho. Next Board meeting was
scheduled on April 16, 2019. The final vote from the Board on amendments and adoption of IECC
will be held on August 20th, 2019.
Commercial Code Enhancement (CCE): CCE participated in the Idaho Code Collaborative meeting
on March 6th. Agenda highlights include:
1. Agreement on a final draft of NEEA’s Memo on the Residential Energy Code Field Study.
2. Updates on 2018 IECC residential and commercial code adoption.
3. Kicking off a five-year strategic plan for the Collaborative.
Montana
• Code Development: NEEA is participating in the Montana Energy Code Collaborative to prepare for
the 2018 IECC adoption in Montana. The timeframe remains unclear, as membership for the
Building Codes Advisory Council has not been determined. The Building Codes Advisory Council
works cooperatively with representatives from the construction industry, as well as members from
the interested public to develop, implement and interpret the state building codes.
•

•

Commercial Code Enhancement (CCE): Participated in the Montana Code Collaborative quarterly
call on January 21st. CCE presented the program overview at the Montana Building Codes Education
Conference in Bozeman, April 22-25. Brainstormed the following potential CCE Montana activities
in 2019, including:
1. build on the Montana State IDL Scanning Report with follow-up activities to highlight key
projects or technologies
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2. track 2021 IECC changes proposed at the national level and report back to Montana
Stakeholders and
3. develop a Montana Energy Code Roadmap.

Oregon
• Commercial Code Update: The Oregon Building Code Division (BCD) proposed to adopt the ASHRAE
Standard 90.1–2016 (in replacement of 2018 IECC) as the new Oregon commercial energy code,
effective October 1, 2019. The Oregon Building Code Structures Board approved BCD’s proposal at
its board meeting on February 6th, 2019. In addition, BCD issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
regarding Oregon Commercial Energy Code. NEEA provided written testimony to support the
adoption of Standard 90.1-2016 and suggested changes on the proposed rule.
•

Commercial Code Enhancement: CCE held the Q1 Oregon meeting on February 14th with Energy
Trust. Key topics included updates on Oregon’s new Commercial Code development and Data
Sharing. CCE will continue tracking the development of the new code adoption and implementation
timelines and support Energy Trust in revising program baselines. CCE and Energy Trust will use
Energy Trust New Buildings program data to track market adoption of above code measures and
inform future code proposals. CCE will look into providing Energy Trust with 90.1 technology
pipeline, in an effort to align Energy Trust programs with future versions of 90.1.

Washington
• Commercial Code: The Washington commercial code development process started in Q1 2018 and
NEEA has stayed engaged throughout the process. In Q4, the State Building Code Council (SBCC)
held two public hearings concerning the commercial energy Code and proposal review by the
Energy Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and the SBCC members. The final SBCC meeting to
determine the new WA Commercial Code is scheduled in April. NEEA will communicate the new
Code requirements to stakeholders during Q3.
•

Commercial Code Enhancement: CCE held the Q1 meeting on February 20th in Seattle. The topic of
the meeting was using the Total System Performance Ratio (TSPR) tool in utility programs.
Washington utilities have expressed interest in exploring TSPR as a way to incentivize efficient
commercial HVAC systems.

•

Code Compliance Tool. NEEA continued to develop the new web-based WA commercial code
compliance documentation portal. The technical support features of this website were publicly
launched in February. As of the end of Q1, there were over 450 user registrations for this new tool
with more registrations rolling in every day. Beta testing of the compliance documentation features
are being initiated in early April and will continue through Q2. Programming updates and
enhancements will be made in response to beta-tester feedback. Public launch of all features is
scheduled to begin by the end of Q2.

•

Appliance Efficiency Standards Bill (HB 1444) has passed the Senate and been concurred upon by
the House. It is pending for the Governor’s signature. The list of products covers a wide range of
products. NEEA provided technical data on Hi-CRI lamps and grid-connected water heaters per
request from WA.

•

Building Energy Efficiency Bill (HB 1257) has passed through the House and on floor calendar in the
Senate. This bill increases energy efficiency and the use of renewable fuels that reduce the amount
of greenhouse gas emissions in the state and provides a public utility tax credit against the taxes
owed by utilities for the incentives provided for implementation by eligible building owners of
energy efficiency and renewable energy measures. The bill requires the Department of Commerce
to: 1) establish by rule a state energy performance standard for covered commercial buildings, and
2) establish a state energy performance standard early adoption incentive program.
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 2)
May 9, 2019
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Maria Alexandra Ramirez, Stakeholder Relations Manager

SUBJECT:

Conference Coordination

Overview:
In response to a NEEA Board discussion last year about conference/event attendance, NEEA developed a
(1) Tracking system to improve its management of who’s going to what, and
(2) Criteria that improves NEEA’s ability to manage to its annual operations plan and budget.
There is a coordination opportunity here to ensure that we’re connecting as appropriate in advance and
sharing out key relevant takeaways afterwards with the region. This will be a standing housekeeping item
for this Advisory Committee moving forward.
Our Ask of You:
Please review the Upcoming Event linked below and email me (maramirez@neea.org) if you’d like to
coordinate with NEEA staff in advance of the event, and/or if there are specific topics/breakouts you’d like
to hear about at our next CAC meeting.
Upcoming Events:

Date

Conference

Report

5/14/2019

Efficiency Exchange 2019

Internal

5/20/19

LightFair

Internal

5/30/19

CEE Summer Program
Meeting

Internal

6/22/19

ASHRAE Annual Conference

Internal
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